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INTRODUCTION 
 

This book is written by futurologist and sociologist Alven Tofler in 1970. Alven Tofler argues in this book 

that how people are affected by change and how they react to that change. This “future shock” idea emerged from 

“culture shock”. He aligned future shock with culture shock by saying that as culture shock is when we take an 

individual to a completely different culture and he is not mentally prepared for it, same in future shock individual 

faces different situations due to change in technology, but in cultural shock when has some hope of going back to his 

known culture while in future shock there will be no backward movement. 

The future shock is a book packed with ideas, explanations and constructive suggestions. This book explains 

that hoe the permanence had an end and people are now adapting a temporary life style due to emergence of super 

industrialism. There will be acceleration in advancement of life styles and vanishing of permanence. The new pace 

of life will start that will make human’s relations with any other material as temporary or for short duration, even 

human’s inter relationships will be temporary and for short period. 

People will start living in a throw away society where they will use everything for a short duration and will 

throw that and have another replacement. There will be so much advancement in industries that most of the products 

produced will be disposable even human relationships will be for less time. 

A new society will emerged that will give rise to modular man, for whom relationships will be like a 

disposable napkin and this will happen because the society will move very fast one will find very less time for the 

families and people will strive for freedom. 

People will not live at one place permanently or for longer time rather they will change the places time by 

time.  People will get more mobile their movement from place to place will be very easy for them. 

People will no longer follow the bureaucracy type of organizations there will be no formal divisions or 

hierarchy in organizations, everyone will equally participate in decision making. 

As we are moving through second industrial revolution, novelty is implied. It will send newness to people’s 

lives and will transform family structures, values, linkage with money, success levels, work, play, imaginations and 

sexual attitudes.  

Alven Tofler says that if future shock were just a matter of physical illness it might be easier r prevent it. But 

future shock attacks the psyche of people, just as body cracks under environmental stimulation the minds of people 

when over loaded cracks the decision processes and the ability to react rationally. 

The strategies for survival in future shock can be that people should first accept that these all changes are 

man-made and are in our control people should design new personal and social change-regulators. People should not 

be blind accepters or resistors, but should have an array of creating strategies for shaping, deflecting, accelerating, 

and decelerating change selectively. Individual should learn new principles for pacing and planning along his life 

with new kind of education and technology.  

 

Review: 

The contents of the book suggests that how death of permanence occurs, era of transience starts, novelty is 

implied, diversity effects permanence, what are the limits of adaptability and what are the strategies for survival. 

 

Death of Permanence: 

The 800th life time 

For the last 30o years Western society is under the wind of change. This changes the life styles, values, 

thinking and behavior of people. This change flows from highly industrial countries to others with a greater speed 

and strong impact. A new society is emerging, and we don’t have the answers to understand it, the development 

related to it and how to adopt it? Change not only occurs at industrial or national level but at the deep personal level 

causing several psychological diseases what the author call as ‘future shock” 
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The unprepared visitors “Culture shock” is when an individual is taken to a completely different society for which 

he is UN prepared creating anxiety, frustration and other psychological diseases. “Future shock” is a parallel term to 

culture shock which is permanent and can’t get back to the old culture. It is when the whole generation or nations 

are suddenly transported to a new world causing dis orientation and shock she less intelligent specifically to the less 

intelligent people. 

 

Break with past We are currently passing through 2nd industrial revolution that speeds up change. If last 50.000 

years of human’s existence is divided into life times of approximately 62years each, there are 800 such life times, 

during last 70 lifetimes communication get enhanced. In 800th life time agriculture lost its dominancy, giving rise to 

economies. in developed economies everything happens for short term that doesn’t limit the decisions, even 

decisions will make resources, the basic revolutionary change, creating impermanence of current life style, changing 

universe of ideas art and values. 

 

The accelerative Thrust  

Change is something that is accelerating constantly but most of the people think that it is normal and nothing 

unusual, but mostly people are showing avoidance to change. 

 

Time and change are moving time by time. There is no tool to measure exactly the change, from smallest 

virus to biggest galaxy everything is in constantly process of change, but it can be said that certain “events” take 

place in specific interval. 

Subterranean cities are emerging constantly .change occurs rapidly in accelerating constantly. Like in 1850 

there were 4 countries but now new cities are emerging in 1960 there were 141 more countries. 

The technological engine: technology innovation takes place in 3 process creating idea, practical application 

and diffusion through society, and the time between these processes are shortened. This is due to technology. 

Knowledge is now available as a fuel. We can easily find accelerative curve in publications of books, starting 

from printing books we are at the age of publishing research papers, scientific journals and the rate is getting double 

time by time making knowledge accessible. 

 

Novelty: The pace of life 

The normal individual cares very little about the change in technology and innovation, but he has full 

awareness on this pace of life. This sense of pace of life influences his behavior and eventually draws line between 

humanity creating misunderstandings between parents and children, between men and women, between America 

and Europe Between East and west. 

The author said that 70% people who are living the same life as their ancestors. 2.5% people are living in 

industrial societies. The remaining 2 to 3% people are no longer live in past or present, they are the people of future 

such people are the early civilization of super industrial life stepped in future “pace of life”. 

Durational expectancy is a person’s perception which he thinks for a specific situation. In short the pace of 

life is an important psychological variable that is mostly ignored. Like we expect that with our teacher our 

relationship is of shorter duration while with grandparents is of longer term. The change accelerating people should 

open their minds for such durational expectancies. 

“Transience” is basically the temporariness in everyday life, or impermanence. It is basically rate of turnover 

of relationships. Our relationships with people are temporary. 

 

Transience 

Things: The Throw-Away Society 

The things around us are getting transience getting more temporary. We get attach with anything because they 

are only needed for our daily usage but they have greater psychological effects on our minds. For example our 

mothers and grandmothers used to love the same doll for a longer period of time but now in technological era 

choices are changing time to time. The upcoming society is based on transience nothing will remain for longer time. 

As the model of Barbie is introduced and got popularity among young girls, their clothes and other items are 

changing with greater speed new items come and old ones are disposed off. Similarly lot of other useable items are 

constantly coming and are then throw away. Is throw away culture is now considered as part of life diapers, bibs, 

tissues, napkins, tins, trays, tooth brushes are all one time use products, even now paper dresses are introduced in 

markets including wedding dresses too, which can be painted by own choice and using such onetime use items are 

easy to use and adapt.by early 1950’s Sweden was declared very clean as they were not using disposable cans etc 

compared to America but by the end of 1960’s same scenario was seen in Sweden too. 
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Transience can also be seen in architectures, for little girl nowadays not only Barbie stands for temporary 

position but even buildings, streets, cities are changing. 

In this era the new technologies try to lower down their manufacturing costs so people would find it easy to 

replace an item than repairing it. Certain improvements should be done to objects in order to provide ease to the 

customers; the demands would be changing constantly so companies should be flexible to adopt the change. 

There will be portable playgrounds that will be built on vacant cities and can then move elsewhere.  

Alven Tofler says that “modularism” is introduced that make great structure of buildings by making their sub-

structures less permanent. Just by re arranging the modules we will get new things. 

Rental revolution says that Americans are fond of cars as it is considered as sign of status, but due to parking 

problems they prefer to have cars on rent. This is giving rise to the idea of leaving ownership and hire vehicle, 

house, apartments, even gowns, TV sets, camping equipment, air conditioners etc on rent – “modularism” 

Obsolescence can happen with or without planning. It occurs when new product is introduced in market that 

can have more effective features than old one, thus replacing old one. Things are needed on temporary basis. 

Society is now behaving as fad machine where fashion or trends are introduced with great enthusiasm for a 

brief time and then get vanish. 

 

Places: The new Nomads 

Distances are getting valueless to people. They travel long ways with in shorter time, people live at one place 

while work at other place miles away but they can easily move. Man’s relationship with places is becoming 

temporary and these are the people of future- people dispose off places as cans 

During World War II people started migration. Today people avoid living anywhere permanently they change 

their houses and residences time to time. 

Professionals, technical and managerial population in US are moving from industrialism to super industrialism 

even scientists and engineers are moving from Europe to US. For millions of people “home is where you find it. 

Americans are linked with automobiles psychologically to such an extent that it is considered that if a boy 

doesn’t have a car he will have no social value and no girlfriend. This psychology increased suicide rates in America 

when their will doesn’t come true they try to suicide. 

Mostly girls prefer hitch hiking then to stay at one place or ground. Girls mostly like travelling as they think 

it’s a symbol of status. 

Some blue collars, semi-skilled and unskilled workers show resistance to move from place to place becoming 

mournful movers. Even they get into anxiety and other psychological diseases. People will no longer live in a 

permanent place so the difference between people will no longer be linked with places where they live. 

 

People: The Modular Man 

Not only things people are getting modularized. People prefer to enjoy their weekends where they can openly 

enjoy, make temporary relationships for sex, swims, sleeps and then go back giving rise to the idea of “modular 

man” 

People show less involvement to the people around them. Modular man is people don’t get involved in any one 

as a whole but their relationship is limited in terms of behavior and communication or need based relationships. In 

urban areas people are aware that total involvement in any relation can cause only destruction to them, and creates 

expectations that causes pressure, they demand freedom in relationships. 

People expect different durations of relationships with the people around them. Long duration relationship with 

immediate family but it also not more permanent as divorce rate is increasing; medium duration relationship with 

friends, neighbors, job associates and short duration relationship with clerks, Delivery people, gas station attendant 

etc. 

As mobility increases with passage of time, face to face encounters, human hunts will get brief and due to 

mobility of places people will just get limited to their immediate families. 

Friendships among the people will be for short term remembering and meeting old friends will be rare. 

Friendships then will be based on interests, aptitude and needs like at work place there will be Monday to Friday 

friends no long term relationships will exist. 

Turnover of employees will increase as experts, engineers, doctors, managers all will fall in the era of mobility 

so the concept of permanent employees will be vanished. Similarly children will also be trained mentally for moving 

from one place to another. 
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Organizations: The Coming Ad-hocracy 

People will face a new system of organizational structure replacing bureaucracy by ad-hocracy. In this new 

system of organization there will be rise in “projects” or “task force” management. Teams will be arranged to solve 

a short term problem. 

This will give rise to proposal writing concept. After acceptance of proposal for specific project, project team 

will be defined; people will work together for a specific period of time and will then move away. 

Such task force or ad-hoc groups will be introduced at government level too. The traditional chain-of-

commands will be vanished each employee will equally contribute to the organization. Managers will lose their 

monopoly on decision making they will then have to work together will coordinators thus giving rise to the concept 

of leadership. 

Bureaucracy will be left behind systems will be differentiated not vertically but according to role, flexibility, 

functionality, skills and professional training. 

 

Information: The kinetic Image 

Celebrities for products advertisement will immediately burst among people and will grab the minds of people 

rapidly like twiggy but after some time it will completely vanished off from minds of people. Advertisement will be 

challenging as celebrities should be closely similar to the reality for correct representation. 

New knowledge is getting in day by day. In every field of life like education, politics, economy, medicines, 

international affairs, new images are generating wave by wave, introducing new knowledge, thus polishing people’s 

mentality. 

Words of languages are changing faster day by day. Even if Shakespeare would listen to the English we use 

today he would know five out of nine words we use today. Words are getting short n shortest day by day. People 

should have to come up with gap between what they believe and what reality is???? 

 

Novelty 

Revolution implies novelty. It will send newness to people’s lives and will transform family structures, values, 

linkage with money, success levels, work, play, imaginations and sexual attitudes. Technologies will rise to such an 

extent that new identical man can be produced through cloning. Human organs transplant will be frequent showing 

advancement in biological sciences. 

There will be bio parents children will be raised up by professional parents. Love will be based on give and 

take individual will fall in love just because both parties understand each other’s routine or monetary problems and 

in such love both parties will have limited expectations from each other. 

People will promote adopting children and homosexuality. Childless marriages, professional parenthood, 

corporate families, are going to be experimented soon. People married life will be judged by trajectories not by 

married, single, divorce or widow. In short relationships will demand freedom 

 

Diversity 

People will suffer from the dilemma- over choice. Subcult will be present in society. People will join these 

informal groups. Some may involve in street crimes due to such groups. 

 Lifestyles will also be diverse a person would not expect to continue with same life style forever. For example 

at time of Queen Elizabeth “gentleman” term was  used for a person who  is well mannered, well dressed , well 

behavior with sub ordinates having a superior class but now gentleman  is no more linked with class. Life styles has 

a power to preserve it, it is basically a vehicle to express itself. People will demand a free society. 

 

The Limits of Adaptability 

Culture shock was just a matter of physical illness it might be easier to prevent it. But future shock attacks the 

psyche of people, just as body cracks under environmental stimulation the minds of people when over loaded cracks 

the decision processes and the ability to react rationally. 

 Mental  deterioration starts when a person get fatigued, then the person gets confuse like what is going on 

around him , the  person hence becomes hypersensitive  to the slightest change around him, he then can’t distinguish 

between right or wrong and thus gets tense, anxious and heartedly irascible, and then the person gets emotionally 

exhausted, he give up his struggle.  

To compensate with such situation a person has to search for more information he already has in order to 

become normal and search for better reaction to stimuli. 
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Strategies of Survival 

The strategies for survival in future shock can be that people should first accept that these all changes are man-

made and are in our control people should design new personal and social change-regulators. 

People should not be blind accepters or resistors, but should have an array of creating strategies for shaping, 

deflecting, accelerating, and decelerating change selectively. Individual should learn new principles for pacing and 

planning along his life with new kind of education and technology. One should create equilibrium during industrial 

revolution by meeting invention with invention, design new personal and social change regulators. 

People must create a stability zone for themselves, which shows there should be certain enduring relationships 

that are carefully maintained despite all kinds of other changes.  

Half way houses technique should be adopt for change in which individual are thrown directly into stiff regime the 

individual should have provided with the ease to enter new environment, gradually he will adopt the new 

environment. 

There should be certain ways to freeze history or past too, so that people can have awareness of their history and 

would not lost their identity completely. 

 

Conclusion 

The basic conclusion of this review could be that the predictions of Alvin Tofler came true as we see our era 

today. We are passing through an age where nothing is permanent almost everything is exchanged with disposable 

items, people get more mobile than ever before, children of today’s age are technological by birth and their thoughts 

are much advanced as ever before. 

Changes occurred in organizational traditional theories, currently the organization that is a “learning 

organization” in nature can only survive. In learning organizations every module of organization is in constant state 

of learning so when change occurs it doesn’t create shock to them, they are so developed and trained that they adopt 

the change easily. Such organizations are ready to adopt new technologies, new methods of employment, organizing 

etc. 

As everything lost its permanency relationships are getting more affected people are now limited to their 

immediate families here the need arose that we should safe our families from getting scattered by increasing family 

bonding, by getting in touch with our history, by regular visits to own home towns, by letting our children to know 

about their orientations etc, so that we could get safe from going away from our family and culture. We should 

develop new relationships on basis of trust and love in spite of needs. 
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